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SUPPORTING INFORMAL  
SPORT PARTICIPATION:
A checklist for local government

Project Partners

What is informal sport?

The popularity of informal sport – sport played outside of traditional club-based activities –  is increasing. 
Participation statistics show that this more flexible, informal style of sport is gaining momentum while  
club-based participation is plateauing in some sports and declining in others.

Why is it important?

Informal sport delivers significant health and economic benefits to communities. Research illustrates that 
for every 10,000 people involved in informal sport, there is an annual health saving of over $3.24 million. 
In addition to the important physical health contribution informal sport makes within  communities, it 
also supports similar levels of social connection for participants resulting in further mental and social 
health benefits. 

How can LGA’s support it?

While informal sport groups are usually enthusiastic and committed, they often face challenges accessing 
spaces and facilities to play regularly.

The following checklist for local government staff is to ensure informal sport is considered, supported 
and included in planning so that we are enabling informal sport friendly communities. 
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POLICIES YES
IN 
PROGRESS

NO
NOT 
SURE

Is informal sport recognised within policies and strategies 
aiming to increase participation in sport and physical 
activity and community health?

Do policies around usage and access to facilities and 
spaces enable informal sport groups to gain access or do 
policies preclude access? 

For example: Do new users have to be affiliated with 
sporting associations? 

Do group bookings require public liability?

Do policies that determine use of facilities allow 
participation all year around? 

Informal groups generally seek to play their sport all year 
around and are not governed by traditional sporting 
seasons.

Do policies support varied use of facilities or restrict use 
by confining participation to one particular sport? 

For example: 
Can a tennis or netball court be booked by a roller 
hockey group?

Are policies flexible in recognising that regulation 
standards for formal sport may not need to be applied 
for informal use of some spaces?

For example:  
Informal sport occurs without the need to meet official 
regulatory standards regarding lighting, pitch sizes etc.
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PROCESSES YES
IN 
PROGRESS

NO
NOT 
SURE

Do facility booking systems support equitable access for 
formal and informal users to both use playing areas and 
supporting infrastructure (toilets, changing rooms etc)?
For example: Find a tennis court

Are facility booking systems accessible and functional for 
informal groups? Are they easy to navigate?

Can facilities be booked by non-affiliated sporting 
groups? 

Are there options for ad-hoc booking of facilities, where 
groups could book facilities ‘on the spot’ if they are 
unused? 

For example: Using a QR codes on site that links to a 
booking system. 

Are there options for ‘out of hours’ bookings where 
feasible? 

Some informal sport groups seek to participate late into 
the evening or early in the morning

Are there options to build public liability insurance into 
facility bookings, rather than requiring informal groups to 
have their own public liability insurance?

Do you provide bookings in your indoor facilities that 
actively encourage women’s informal sport participation?

Women often prefer participating in facilities that are 
enclosed and perceived as safe. For example: Easy access 
to car parking, well-lit etc.

Does data from informal sport participation inform your 
planning and allocation of facilities?

Do user group consultations happen with informal 
groups, as well as formal sporting groups?

Are there options to use digital/smart technologies to 
support expansion in informal use of facilities (including 
supporting infrastructure)? 

Is there effective management of this use?

For example: Sensor-linked access systems, automated 
sensor lighting, digital monitoring of use linked to 
maintenance, CCTV for security etc.

https://play.tennis.com.au/court-hire
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EXISTING FACILITIES YES
IN 
PROGRESS

NO
NOT 
SURE

Are options for lighting available at facilities early morning 
or through the evening? 

Lighting does not need to be to the same standard as 
required for formal, competitive sport. Sensor and solar 
lighting with efficient globes could reduce expense.

Are there options at facilities to adapt space, markings 
and equipment in ways that may expand opportunities for 
informal use? 

For example: Additional goal posts to the side of formal 
pitch, additional marking for small-sided games?

Are water fountains and toilets readily available at sites  
of informal sport participation?

Are existing changing facilities accessible for informal 
groups use?

Are there storage options for equipment available at 
facilities that can be accessed by informal sport groups?

Is there signage that promotes informal use of facilities 
and illustrates the various ways in which facilities may be 
used and/or booked?

Are there opportunities to partner with local schools to 
‘unlock’ outside of school hours access to facilities for 
informal sport groups?
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PLANNING FOR NEW OR  
RETROFITTED FACILITIES

YES
IN 
PROGRESS

NO
NOT 
SURE

Are informal sport participants considered in decisions 
regarding facility need, type, design and location?

For example: Designing Physical Activity: Indoor Spaces

Can new spaces facilitate multi-use across different 
sports and formats? 

Can new facilities provide smaller sized facilities or spaces 
that are divided by additional line markings allowing 
multiple games? 

Full size pitches and facilities are not required by most 
informal sport groups. 

For example: Handbook - Designing for Physical Activity

Can sites for informal participation be added alongside 
or within the development of facilities for formal sport 
than can support formal and informal participation to 
co-exist?

For example, small soccer pitches alongside main 
pitches. Planning For Sport Guidance

Do new facilities have lighting and shade options?

Is supporting infrastructure accessible for all users?

For example: Changing rooms, toilets

Are there options to use digital/smart technologies to 
support expansion in informal use of facilities (including 
supporting infrastructure)? 

Is there effective management of this use?

For example: Sensor-linked access systems, automated 
sensor lighting, digital monitoring of use linked to 
maintenance, CCTV for security etc.

https://sportengland-production-files.s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/2021-12/Designing%20for%20Physical%20Activity%20-%20handbook.pdf?VersionId=XRilOLsNx3zJMnvIsLUim4J19XGEp3hB
https://sportengland-production-files.s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/2020-01/planning-for-sport-guidance.pdf?VersionId=V91Twg6jajoe7TpardJDn9h6s9AiSqw0
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SUPPORTING INFORMAL GROUPS YES
IN 
PROGRESS

NO
NOT 
SURE

Are funding and resources directed at increasing sport 
participation accessible for informal groups? 

While groups need relatively little support, small grants  
to purchase equipment would be valued. 

Are informal sport groups celebrated and given the  
same profile as sporting clubs within LGA social media 
and news? 

Is there a platform that helps potential participants 
connect to local informal groups? 

This could be through highlighting groups on social 
media, more interactive platforms similar to the ‘meet up’ 
platform where potential participants can search for and 
connect with informal groups, or signage at facilities 
where groups regularly meet. 

Are LGA staff accessible for individuals to connect with to 
gain advice on how they might start an informal group 
and what resources may be available to them through the 
LGA?

Do you offer opportunities for formal and informal 
groups to come together and potentially foster some 
closer links between them? 

Some informal participants may welcome opportunities 
to occasionally play in formal competitions.

Some formal participants may welcome opportunities to 
maintain their participation out of season via informal 
groups.

Is there signage that promotes informal use of facilities 
and illustrates the various ways in which facilities may be 
used and/or booked? 

Are there opportunities to partner with local schools to 
‘unlock’ outside of school hours access to facilities for 
informal sport groups?

The resource has been informed by data collected as part of the research project Informal Sport as a Health and Social 
Resource for Diverse Young People funded by the Australian Research Council [LP180100038] in partnership with 
Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries; Cricket Victoria; Centre for Multicultural Youth; Victorian 
Health Promotion Foundation and consists of a partnership between Monash, Victoria and Edith Cowan Universities. We are 
very grateful to our case study LGAs Cities of Casey, Hume, Stirling and Canning for their support and guidance with the 
project and assisting in the development of resources.

https://www.monash.edu/education/research/projects/informal-sport-health-social-resource-for-diverse-young-people
https://www.monash.edu/education/research/projects/informal-sport-health-social-resource-for-diverse-young-people
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